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Abstract: A central tenant to stellar metamorphosis theory is the fact that the stages of
the evolution of a star include aqueous material, and this aqueous material facilitates
the chemical reactions that occur as the star evolves, cools and dies becoming the
remnant or “planet/exoplanet” used in popular circles. This paper outlines a simple fact
of geochemistry.

In stellar metamorphosis, there are stages to a star’s evolution where it is
comprised heavily of aqueous solutions, mixtures and the like. These solutions and
mixtures change as the star continues cooling and evolving, forming the “planet” in its
interior, or “stellar remnant”. The actual nomenclature of the object is irrelevant just as
long as the scientist or researcher realizes they are the same, in that a “planet” is
nothing but an ancient/evolving star. This being said, it should be no question why
basalts and granites are comprised of water along side their less aqueous counterparts,
they formed inside of aqueous watery solutions when Earth was a thick ocean world. The
water just stayed put inside the granite and basalt as they crystallized deep in the
interior of the ocean world Earth. They are essentially precipitates as outlined in this
paper, the Cementation Principle of Stellar Evolution.
http://vixra.org/pdf/1609.0042v1.pdf
This principle completely encompasses the ideas outlined in the Wikipedia page
concerning hydrocarbons, rare earth elements and research into radioactive waste. Just
including “watersheds” completely misses the point. The entire Earth was mostly liquid
material, as are the vast majority of evolved stars towards the end of their lives.

The formation of all the structures of the Earth and forming planets (evolving stars)
include this principle,

“The observations of geological processes which occurred on the Earth and all evolved
stars demands that the majority of the chemical reactions were once liquid (aqueous)
solutions.”
This principle means that the less evolved stars than Earth will be comprised of liquid
solutions, after gaseous stages of evolution, as is outlined by this simple graph shown
below. Before the star can completely solidify, it had to have been liquid material, as
that is the intermediate phase between gaseous and solid material. Of course some

material would skip that step inside of deposition (gas to solid) reactions (in the
iron/nickel core deposition processes), but the majority of it would not.

